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This statement explains the engagement
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issues and concerns raised during formal
consultations, describes how these issues
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how they have been addressed in the
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1.

Introduction

1.1
In accordance with Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012, Part 5, 14(b) this Consultation
Statement has been prepared to fulfil legal obligations. The consultation statement:
a) Contains details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the proposed neighbourhood
development plan;
b) Explains how they were consulted;
c) Summarises the main issues and concerns raised by the persons consulted; and
d) Describes how these issues and concerns have been considered and, where relevant, addressed in the
proposed neighbourhood development plan.
1.2
The document records the sequence of activities undertaken to ensure that the local community,
organisations, non-statutory and statutory bodies were informed, engaged and consulted during the preparation of
the Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP). Outcomes from this process helped determine the content and
shaped the policies incorporated into the final plan. This statement will also outline how any concerns were
addressed and what changes have been made to the final plan as a result of this pre-submission consultation.

2.

Background

2.1
Calstock Parish Council responded to public concerns over an increasing amount of development taking place
within the parish – especially along the A390 – and lack of affordable homes for local people and reviewed the need
for an NDP. It was agreed that a Plan was required.
2.2
The Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 pertaining at that time required that provided the
Neighbourhood Area meets the requirements as set out in Section 61G(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act
(1990) and parts 2 and 3 of the regulations then the Council must publicise the application for the application for a
period of 6 weeks. The application for designation of the whole of the Calstock parish area was advertised for a 6week public consultation period between 19 July 2013- 30 August 2013. No objections were received in respect of
the notice. Formal notification was received that the area had been designated on 13 November 2013.
2.3
Work started in earnest in March 2014 when the Parish Council held a public meeting seeking interested
parties to join an NDP Board. Initially 20 people signed up but over time 5 parish councillors and 7 community
members have formed a core group who have all been involved in engaged in carrying out research, analysing data,
discussing its implications and drawing up the draft plan over a series of many meeting (on average, at least 9 a year).
In 2017 the Parish Council resolved to give the NDP Board the status of Committee which would enable the group to
hold a budget and have more autonomy – whilst major decisions would still need to be approved by Full Council, it
meant the process was quicker.
2.4
A number of organisations have been represented by the NDP Board including the Church Cluster, Tamar
Valley Community Bus, Tamar Community Trust, Calstock Footpath Society, Harrowbarrow and Metherell Village
Hall, Women’s Institute, Calstock Village Hall, National Trust Cotehele and the University of the 3rd Age.
2.5
During 2014, having formed a group of interested parties a scoping exercise was developed which saw
questionnaires (see appendix 1 – “Scoping Questionnaire, 2014”) delivered to households across the parish and being
left in prominent places e.g. post offices, pubs, shops, village halls etc. Representatives from the NDP group
attended community activities to raise awareness of the work that was being undertaken.
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2.6

The results of the scoping exercises determined that the public was most concerned about:
• Village character
• Housing
• Green spaces
• Transport
• Wild habitats

2.7
In the following year, focus groups examined these themes carrying out detailed local surveys and held
targeted group sessions. This was followed up by a more detailed questionnaire (see appendix 1 – “Housing Need
Questionnaire, 2015”) which focused on housing issues. This was available on-line and sent by royal mail to every
electorate household. There was a response rate of around 17%. Road shows were also held in each ward.
2.8
In April 2017 the Parish Council approved that a Project Manager be commissioned to help the Board draft a
Plan and to give advice on planning policy compliance – the guidance received from the Project Manager proved to
be invaluable.
2.9
A draft plan (see appendix 1 – “NDP Submitted to Full Council in 2018”) was recommended by the NDP
Committee and approved for submission to Cornwall Council prior to Regulation 14 by the Full Council in September
2018 – following proof-reading edits, this was submitted to Cornwall Council in November 2018 for comments and a
SEA ‘Scoping Opinion’ and the results returned in January 2019. As the draft included housing allocations, the
Cornwall Council SEA Scoping Opinion required that a full SEA of the NDP should be prepared. This was initiated in
February 2019 with a commission to AECOM to prepare the SEA. The SEA Scoping Report was disseminated by
AECOM to statutory agencies in March for consideration over a 6-week period. The scoping was subsequently
agreed.
2.10
In the meantime, the NDP Committee gave consideration to new changes in the supply of housing, noting
particularly that in the year to April 2019 a further 53 dwellings were granted planning permission. The NDP
Committee noted that the minimum NDP housing target to be in conformity with Cornwall’s Local Plan was as
follows:
Calstock Parish Minimum NDP housing target to be in conformity with Cornwall’s Local Plan.
Cornwall Local Plan Baseline
Housing Target to 2030

CNA Commitments to April
2018

CNA Completions to April
2018

520

298

242

Adjusted Pro Rata rate*

Parish Commitments (-10%)
(April 2018)

Parish Completions to April
2018

0%

241

132

Remaining Local
Plan Target to
2030
0
Calstock Parish’s
share of the
remaining Local
Plan Target
0

*ie Calstock Parish ‘Fair Share’ proportion of houses in the CNA, taken from the 2011 Census is adjusted to take
into account the AONB.

2.11
Based on the above analysis, it had been calculated that the baseline housing target for the Calstock NDP
could reasonably be set, in April 2018, in the region of 60 dwellings. The strategy to deliver this was for 45 dwellings
to be provided through allocations of land, and 15 coming from infill development. This would generate up to about
15 affordable homes, with the remainder of the need being met through rural exception sites under CLP Policy 9.
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However, in the year to April 2019 a further 53 dwellings were granted planning permission to be provided through
infill, conversions and a larger site at Calstock village. Of these it’s possible that about 15% will not be built, so about
45 dwellings can be deducted from the baseline housing target, leaving a residue of about 15, equal to the amount
of infill that was anticipated. Consequently, and in the context of earlier engagement with the public showing strong
objection to further residential development within the Parish unless it could be guaranteed that local people would
be the recipients of Affordable Housing, it was felt that there is no need to allocate land for further market housing.
It was recommended by the NDP Committee on 11-06-19 (see appendix 1 – “NDP Committee Minutes 11-06-19”)
and carried by Full Council on 09-07-19 (see appendix 1 – “Full Council Minutes 09-07-19”) that the two allocated
sites would be removed.
2.12 A revised version of the consultation draft was therefore prepared, excluding the housing allocations. It was
decided that the SEA process should continue despite this, and the final SEA Environment Report takes this into
account.
2.13
The Regulation 14 consultation was launched on 03 September 2019 and ran until midnight on 21 October
2019: nearly a 7-week period.
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2.14

Chronology:

Designation of NDP Area
Formation of an NDP Board
public meeting held and publicity sent parish-wide
Scoping Exercise
Questionnaire, attendance at village events, analysis of results
Focus work
Analysing results, workshops and face to face activities across the parish, in-depth
questionnaire sent out in the mail to all addresses, information gathering from
stakeholders and national bodies
Open Space Audit
An Open Space Audit was commissioned after it became clear that green spaces were of
great importance to the parishioners
Preparation of plan
Formation of Committee - more responsibility delegated to the NDP Group to enable them
to move the process on quicker without having all decisions and spending approved by Full
Council
Editing group formed with three representatives from the Committee and the Deputy Clerk
– monthly meetings held with Committee to agree progress of Working Party
Village Boundary Assessments – a working group was set up to look reinstating village
boundaries and site visits were undertaken in each ward. The initial report was approved
by the NDP Committee in 2017 but it was recognised this would need to be reviewed over
time.
Local Landscape and Character Assessments - commission, undertaking and analysis of
Local Landscape and Character Assessment to corroborate the strong desire of local
residents to preserve the landscape
Draft NDP endorsed by the NDP Committee, resolved to approve the NDP by Full Council to
send to Cornwall Council
Edited plan sent to Locality Manager in Cornwall Council for screening
Cornwall Council scope the draft NDP and send out for statutory consultation
SEA commissioned through AECOM
Amendment of plan - proposed and accepted by NDP Committee - Cornwall Council
publish housing need and show Calstock Parish with a ‘nil’ allocation – an amendment to
the plan is accepted by the NDP committee that allocated sites are removed thereby
reducing baseline housing allocation – this motion is approved by Full Council.
SEA assessors are informed.
Regulation 14 runs
Analysis of results, re-writing of some policies in line with public and statutory bodies’
feedback, reviewing the village boundary lines as drafted in 2017
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Committee),
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Amendments
approved at NDP
committee, 25-022020
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10-03-2020
June 2020

Submission to Cornwall Council

3.

Aims of the Consultation

3.1
A communication and engagement strategy was drafted in the very early stages (see appendix 1 –
Communication and Engagement Strategy). The vision of the board was to create a Neighbourhood Plan that
encourages sustainable developments within the Parish, ensuring that they conserve and enhance the historical and
cultural character and maintain the social well-being of its residents. The Board’s objectives were to:
• Include within the Plan steps to deliver the Board’s vision
• Ensure that open spaces remain between the established settlements of the Parish
• Consider the impact of development on infrastructure such as transport
• Consider the needs of businesses as well as residential development
• Identify land within the parish that is available for appropriate development and the criteria for its
development
• Review new developments with regard to the vision and aims of the board
3.2

To meet these objectives the NDP Committee agreed to
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.

Publicise information via the Parish Council and NDP websites
Attend local events such as festivals, fetes and public events
Hold face to face workshops within each parish ward and/or village
Use local media to publicise events and progress
Use static displays and exhibitions to raise awareness of work being undertaken
Engage with schools
Ensure social media sites were set up and updated with information
Ensure stakeholders and interested parties were informed of developments and progress
Widely disseminate surveys and questionnaires by postal and hand delivery methods and on the internet
Publicise in all newsletters within the parish (5 in total)
Delegate salaried time to the Deputy Clerk to help administer the work of the Committee
Ensure everyone can take part by overcoming barriers that some individuals have
Seek to make engagement easy to access and understand
Analyse and evaluate all responses and views fairly
Analyse our engagement process and adapt it as necessary

Key Stages

4.1
Stage 1 – awareness raising and community engagement in the analysis of local issues, creating the vision
and scoping of the Calstock Parish Neighbourhood Development plan objectives and themes, commission and
analysis of in-depth studies, analysis of results
4.2

Stage 2 – preparing and drafting the plan

4.3

Stage 3 – formal consultation on the draft plan

4.4

Stage 4 – analysis and amendments to the plan in preparation for regulation 16 submission
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5.
Stage 1 – Awareness raising and community engagement in issues, analysis,
scoping and vision of the Calstock Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan
objectives and themes
5.1
A considerable level of awareness raising was conducted in the initial stages of formulating the plan and its
policies.

5.2
The initial scoping questionnaire had nearly 200 responses and showed that that the 5 issues that were most
important to parishioners were village character, affordable housing, green space between villages, transport links,
wild habitats.
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5.3
This formed the basis of further focused work throughout 2015 and 2016, ensuring that the working group
who were writing the plan had a clear vision of the needs of the parish.
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5.4
In 2017 another series of ‘roadshows’ were carried out, explaining the work that had been done so far and
seeking clarification on issues of importance. Social media sites were set up (Twitter, Facebook) and a separate
website [ www.plan4calstockparish.uk ] to ensure information could be reached to a wide audience. In depth audits
were carried out or undertaken to underline the importance of issues raised by the public (e.g. Open Space Audit and
the Local Landscape Character Assessment). Exhibition boards were set up to clarify the progress and what it was
felt the main issues were to be addressed. The contents of the boards can be viewed in appendix 1 “Mini Exhibition
Boards, 2017”.

5.5
At each stage of consultation, there was overwhelming support for the planned policies and/or draft
document, suggesting the time spent on consultation prior to writing a draft document paid off e.g. in 2015:
Total Number of
Responses
No. of Hard Copies Issued
Return Rate %
% in support of
Neighbourhood Plan

6.

198
2298
8.6
96.9

Stage 2 – Preparing and drafting the plan for Regulation 14 Consultation

6.1
The information from the targeted work and in-depth survey (end of 2015) along with the data gathered
from earlier scoping activities was considered during 2017. An editing group was set up to start drafting a plan for
consideration by the NDP Committee. This editing group consisted of the Chairman of the NDP, another committee
member, the Deputy Clerk and the Project Manager.
6.2
A summary framework of the key issues that should be addressed through the NDP were agreed by the NDP
Committee. The Committee agreed a time framework and as each ‘chapter’ was drafted they approved it. A specific
meeting was held to discuss the housing policy as it was recognised that this would be the issue that would spark
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most interest and debate. Monthly reports were submitted to the Full Council so that it was kept abreast of
progress.
6.3
Cornwall Council screened the draft plan in Autumn of 2018 and recommendations were taking into
consideration by the editing group and recommended to the Committee. It was formally submitted to Cornwall
Council in November 2018 prior for statutory consultation. A SEA assessment was suggested by Cornwall Council and
commissioned in the Spring of 2019.

7.

Stage 3 – Formal consultation on the draft plan

7.1
Emails and/or letters were sent to statutory bodies and local organisations (see appendix 2) and the public
were notified by a series of press releases as well as a formal notification in the East Cornwall Times and the Cornish
Times. A mail shot was also sent out to each household in the parish which contained a booklet (see appendix 1 –
“Summary booklet sent out during Regulation 14”) that summarised the plan and outlined the policies within it and a
questionnaire (which was also available to complete on-line) and a business reply envelope. Links to the full version
of the plan were available on websites www.calstockparishcouncil.gov.uk and www.plan4calstockparish.uk and
paper copies were available on request.
7.2
A series of drop-in sessions and presentations at local organisation’s meetings were planned and advertised
within the local media, websites and social media sites (Facebook and Twitter). Posters were displayed across all 5
wards and banners were prominent where the Parish Council office is based. A video was filmed (see appendix 1 –
“Video of NDP Process”) to help people understand the process and the synopsis of the plan which meant that
publicity was not just restricted to printed material – this was very well received by those who viewed it.

7.3
A total of 13 drop-in events were held of which 4 were held in the evening and 2 were held at the weekend.
Other dates were a mixture of morning and afternoon sessions, thereby covering all parts of the day/evening to
ensure people could attend whatever their work patterns. Venues were held across the parish and all were
accessible for people using a wheelchair or handling a buggy/pram. A school accepted our request to deliver a
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session (see appendix 1 – “School Summary Form” and “School Response Form”) to the children and meet parents
afterwards and other community organisations invited members of the Committee along to present the NDP.
7.4
Exhibition boards were used to display posters summarising the information in the booklet and maps were
on hand so that people could look at proposed settlement boundaries.
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7.5
At least 260 people significantly engaged and interacted with committee members during the consultation
period and there were 198 questionnaire responses. A few people had difficulty completing the questionnaire online, but these were returned by letter or email and manually inputted by parish council staff. The websites had 466
visits with 1442 views; 14 comments were left on the website (again, these were inputted onto the questionnaire);
Facebook had 16 posts with 872 views and 101 likes/shares. Twitter had 19 Tweets with 10 likes and 16 retweets and
generated 25 followers.
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8.
Stage 4 – Analysis and amendments to the plan in preparation for
regulation 16 submission
8.1
Once all the feedback was received a spreadsheet (see appendix 1 – “Spreadsheet detailing comments
verbatim”) was set up which captured every single individual comment, verbatim. Individuals were given an ID code
so that their comments remained anonymous.
8.2
From this spreadsheet, comments on each policy could be separated into different worksheets to make it
more manageable. The Project Manager was tasked with looking at each comment and suggested whether it was
something that could be reflected in Planning policy – or, more specifically, within an NDP. A suggested action was
evidenced against each comment which the editing group then considered (see summary of this in appendix 1 –
“Summary of suggested actions”). Their recommendations were then discussed, and a formal action approved within
an NDP Committee meeting (see appendix 1 – “NDP Committee Meeting 25-02-2020”). Many issues that were
received were not within the remit of the NDP – these were also captured, and in most cases, the comments can be
fed back to another statutory agency and/or the Parish Council. A summary of these can be found in appendix 1
(“Summary of non-NDP issues”).
8.3
Comment from statutory organisations was limited with responses received from Devon and Cornwall Police
(Architectural Liaison Officer), Historic England, Tamar Valley AONB. Some agencies replied to say they had no
specific comments to make (Highway England, National Grid, Natural England, Network Rail, Regulator of Social
Housing).
8.4
Overall the questionnaire from the public’s responses showed 96% support for the plan (52% outright
support and 44% support with suggested modifications) with 4% opposing the plan. Of the responses received by
statutory agencies none opposed the plan and most commented on its favourable material.
8.5

From the feedback the following adjustments were made to the document:

8.6

Preface – p 2 updated for post-consultation

8.7

TRANSPORT & COMMUNICATION
• Illegal Parking - new section added
• TC1 TRANSPORT – 1.c.i-iii deleted but included in new policy within TC4 Footpaths 2.i-iii
• TC2 b – clause added about mobile masts blending into the background in accordance with LA1 LOCAL
LANDSCAPE POLICY

8.8

LOCAL LANDSCAPE
• Detailed added about the Statement of Significance of AONB and historic landscape
• LA1.1 LOCAL LANDSCAPE POLICY - strengthens policy by changing the wording of ‘significant
detrimental impact’ to ‘unacceptable detrimental impact’
• strengthens policy on proposals affecting the skyline.
• 15.16 adds that flood prevention might take precedence over windows on the river.

8.9

LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE, SERVICES AND FACILITIES
• adds detail on Donkey Park & Honicombe Park, adds Facebook pages, includes Harrowbarrow and
Gunnislake Post Offices in supporting community services
• LISF3 DEVELOPMENT INFRASTRUCTURE development mitigation priority to projects with ‘achieve
multiple benefits’
• 16.30 Family housing to include a central green amenity space
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•

LISF7 – new policy on allotments to protect non-statutory allotments

8.10

LOCAL ECOMONY AND TOURISM
• 17.2 added a bit on care work, hairdressing & mobile services, adds references to local trails
• 17.15 adds ensuring new business development minimises negative impact on settlements and
landscape

8.11

HOUSING POLICY
• Adds a paragraph clarifying what forms of Housing will be met through the housing need (CLP8 & 9).
• HP6 Extra Care Housing adds disabled people
• HP7 Design of New Housing 18.39 adds reference to Design Guides
• Design policy for historic village cores and Calstock Conservations Area are in HE3 & HE2
• HP7 was rewritten for all new development outside the above to follow Design Guides
• HP8 rewritten to make it clear that it refers to outside the settlement boundaries

8.12

HERITAGE AND DESIGN
• 19.17 Outstanding Universal Value defines some of the unlisted assets.
• HE1 World heritage site HE1.1 refers to WHS Adopted plan
• HE1.1.c enhances protection of Outstanding Universal Value
• HE1.4 includes a new bit about preserving existing public access
• 19.19 adds that all developments in the conservation area should have a heritage assessment
• HE2 adds that all development in conservation area should have a heritage assessment
• 19.22 adds that all development in Historic Cores should have a heritage assessment

8.13

FLOOD POLICY
• 20.10 reference place for floodmaps
• FLD2 SUSTAINABLE DRAINAGE adds FLD2.e to incorporate swales
• FLD4 DRAINAGE MANAGEMENT new policy to support additional water quality measures

8.14

ENVIRONMENT AND BIODIVERSITY
• EBD1 HABITAT AND DIVERSITY clarifies Biodiversity Metric Gain with developments to gain at least
10% • EBD2 TREES etc EBD2.2 refers to other ‘appropriate provenance’ of trees
• EBD2.3 adds to ensure a net gain

8.15

RENEWABLE ENERGY AND SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
• P 83 22.6 Calstock Parish Carbon Budget clarifies that they are estimates
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Appendix 1 - Supplementary information
Scoping questionnaire, 2014
Housing Need Questionnaire, 2015
NDP Submitted to Full Council in 2018
NDP Committee Minutes 11-06-19
Full Council Minutes 09-07-19
SEA Report
Communication and Engagement Strategy
Mini Exhibition Boards, 2017
Summary booklet sent out during Regulation 14
Video of NDP Process
School Summary Form
School response form
Spreadsheet detailing comments verbatim
Summary of suggested actions
Summary of non-NDP issues
NDP Committee Meeting 25-02-2020
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Appendix 2 – Consultation Notice
Statutory Consultation Notice – sent out 02 September 2019
In accordance with Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012, Part 5, 14(b), this email from Calstock
Parish Council, (the Qualifying Body for the Calstock Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan) is to:
(a) inform you that a pre-submission draft of the NDP has been published for consultation purposes, and
(b) invite your organisation, which may have interests that are affected by the NDP, to comment on the draft
proposals.
The public consultation on the Draft Calstock Neighbourhood Development Plan starts on Tuesday 03 September
2019 and lasts for a period of 6 weeks ending at midnight on Thursday 17 October 2019 [extended to 21 October ed].
All responses received will be considered by the Steering Group and the Town/Parish Council and used to inform a
revised version of the NDP. The revised version of the NDP will then be submitted to Cornwall Council, as the local
planning authority, for examination by an independent examiner, before a local referendum is held to decide if the
NDP will be adopted.
The draft NDP may be viewed online at https://plan4calstockparish.uk/ along with forms you can use to comment on
the NDP, a summary leaflet and details of the evidence base and SEA that informed the drafting of the NDP.
Paper copies may be viewed at the Calstock Parish Council Office, Tamar Valley Centre, Cemetery Road, Drakewalls,
Gunnislake, Cornwall, PL18 9FE and at the following locations during usual opening hours:
Gunnislake Post Office
Harrowbarrow Post Office
Calstock Village Hall
You can also see the NDP, and explanatory display, and discuss the NDP contents with a member of the Steering
Group, at several 'drop in sessions' as follows:
Wednesday 04-09-19, Tamar Valley Centre, 1000-1400
Thursday 05-09-19, Tamar Valley Centre, 1000-1400
Friday 06-09-19, Tamar Valley Centre, 1000-1400
Monday 09-09-19, Tamar Valley Centre, 0900-1230
Sunday 15-09-19, Tamar Valley Methodist Church, 1200-1300
Wednesday 18-09-19, Woodland Way Centre, Gunnislake, 0900-1300
Thursday 19-09-19, Calstock Village Hall, 0900-1300
Thursday 19-09-19, White Hart Inn, Chilsworthy, 1800-2100
Sunday 06-10-19, Calstock Church, 1100-1300
Wednesday 09-10-19, Harrowbarrow Village Hall, 1400-1700
Please reply to the email address in the header of this message (clerk@calstockparishcouncil.gov.uk) or by post to:
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Calstock Parish Council, Tamar Valley Centre, Cemetery Road, Drakewalls, Gunnislake, Cornwall, PL18 9FE
Sent to:
Cornwall Council Neighbourhood Planning Team
Civil Aviation Authority
Coastline Housing
Community Energy Plus
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership
Cornwall AONB
Cornwall Buildings Preservation Trust
Cornwall Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Cornwall Fire, Rescue and Community Safety Service
Cornwall Housing (Nick Cross)
Cornwall Wildlife Trust
Devon and Cornwall Housing Association
Devon and Cornwall Policy (architectural liaison officer)
Duchy of Cornwall
EDF Energy
EE
Environment Agency
First Devon and Cornwall
First Great Western
Forestry Commission
Gulworthy Parish Council
Healthwatch Cornwall
Highways England
Historic England
Homes England
Imerys Minerals
Kaolin and Ball Clay Association
Kernow Clinical Commissioning Group
Lamerton Parish Council
Marine Management Organisation
National Farmers Union in the SW
National Grid
National Trust
Natural England
Network Rail
O2
OFCOM
Persimmon Homes SW
Regulator of Social Housing
Royal Cornwall Hospital Trust
South West Water
Stoke Climsland Parish Council
Three (mobile)
TV AONB
Wales and West Utilities
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Western Power Distribution
World Heritage Site
Neighbouring Councils: Bere Ferrers Parish Council, Callington Town Council, Gulworthy Parish Council, Stoke
Climsland, St Mellion Parish Council, Sydenham Damerel
Local Organisations
Harrowbarrow and Metherell WI
Albaston WI
Tamar Valley Community Bus AGM
Tamar Valley Methodist Church
Calstock Friendship Club
Gunnislake Friendship Club
Extinction Rebellion
Calstock School
Delaware Primary Academy
Bridge Schools, Gunnislake Primary Academy
Harrowbarrow School
Calstock Footpath Society*
Calstock Twinning Associations*
*scheduled meetings did not fit within the consultation timescale
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Appendix 3 – List of Dates, Venues and Presentations
List of Drop-In Sessions
Wednesday 04-09-19, Tamar Valley Centre, 1000-1400
Thursday 05-09-19, Tamar Valley Centre, 1000-1400
Friday 06-09-19, Tamar Valley Centre, 1000-1400
Monday 09-09-19, Tamar Valley Centre, 0900-1230
Sunday 15-09-19, Tamar Valley Methodist Church, 1200-1300
Wednesday 18-09-19, Woodland Way Centre, Gunnislake, 0900-1300
Thursday 19-09-19, Calstock Village Hall, 0900-1300
Thursday 19-09-19, White Hart Inn, Chilsworthy, 1800-2100
Thursday 26-09-19, Tamar Valley Centre, 1700-2000
Tuesday 01-10-19, Calstock School, 1400-1600
Sunday 06-10-19, Calstock Church, 1100-1300
Monday 07-10-19, Tamar Valley Centre, 1700-2000
Wednesday 09-10-19, Harrowbarrow Village Hall, 1400-1700
List of Venues Used in Wards
WARD
GUNNISLAKE
Woodland Way

DELAWARE
Tamar Valley
Centre
Tamar
Methodist
Church
(weekend)

CALSTOCK
Village Hall

CHLSWORTHY
White hart Inn

HARROWBARROW
Harrowbarrow
Village Hall

St Andrews
Church
Calstock School

List of presentations given
•
•
•
•

XR (evening)
Calstock School (afternoon)
Tamar Valley Community Bus AGM (Gunnislake, afternoon)
Harrowbarrow WI (evening)
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